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THE CLASSIC COFFIN SELECTION

Prices from £3,445.00
Please see pricelists for more information

(A 50% deposit or full disbursements to be paid prior to the funeral, which ever is the greatest)



The GRAYSWOOD The CAMBRIDGE

This Oak veneered coffin offers a simple clean line and traditional 
design complemented with traditional Brass effect handles and 
fittings.  

This Sapele veneered coffin offers a simple clean line and traditional 
design complemented with traditional silver effect handles and 
fittings.  



THE TAILORED COFFIN SELECTION

Prices from £3,800.00
Please see pricelists for more information

(A 50% deposit or full disbursements to be paid prior to the funeral, which ever is the greatest)



The LINCHMERE The FROXFIELD The LODSWORTH 



The LINCHMERE

This lacquered Oak veneered coffin offers routed panneled sides in a traditional design complemented by 
traditional Brass effect handles and fittings.  



The FROXFIELD

This Oak style coffin offers a simple clean line and traditional design complemented with traditional wooden 
handles and fittings. For burials we will require a more substantial bar handles to ensure safe lowering  of the 
coffin at the grave.  



This Sapele veneered coffin with contrasting Maple mouldings offers a clean traditional design complemented by 
traditional Brass effect handles and fittings.  

The LODSWORTH 



THE TAILORED COFFIN SELECTION

Prices from £3,900.00
Please see pricelists for more information

(A 50% deposit or full disbursements to be paid prior to the funeral, which ever is the greatest)



The CARDBOARD WOOD
by Eco Coffins

The CARDBOARD WHITE
by Eco Coffins

The CARDBOARD MANILA
by Eco Coffins

The CROOKHAM The FRIMLEYThe BRAMSHOTTThe CLANFIELD

The CARDBOARD MANILA
by Eco Coffins



The BAMBOO ECO The BAMBOO LATTICE

The PANDANUS The WICKER

The BAMBOO WOVEN

The SEAGRASS The COCOSTICK

by Naturally Woven

by Eco Coffins

by Eco Coffinsby Eco Coffins
The CANE
by Naturally Woven

by Naturally Wovenby Naturally Woven by Naturally Woven



This lacquered Sapele veneered coffin offers pressed moulded panneled sides in a traditional design complemented 
by traditional Brass effect handles and fittings.  

The CLANFIELD



The CROOKHAM

This Oak veneered coffin offers a clean line, traditional design complemented by a moulded raised lid and traditional 
brass effect handles and fittings.  



The BRAMSHOTT

This lacquered Oak veneered coffin offers a raised lid with routed panneled sides in a traditional design 
complemented by traditional Brass effect handles and fittings.  



The FRIMLEY

This waxed Oak veneered coffin offers a double moulding in a clean traditional all Oak design complemented by 
traditional Oak  handles and fittings. For burials we require a more substantial bar handle to ensure safe lowering 
of the coffin at the grave.  



The CARDBOARD WOOD
by Eco Coffins

This Oak effect cardboard coffin is a traditional shaped coffin offers a very simple and pure design made of at 
least 70% recycled paper and wood pulp sourced from reputable sustainable forests. Our basic cardboard coffins 
come in three different appearances, all supplied with natural rope handles the construction of the coffin can carry 
up to 23 stone in weight. All our cardboard coffins are 100% biodegradable, as no plastic is used in their creation. 



The CARDBOARD WHITE
by Eco Coffins

This white cardboard coffin is a traditional shaped coffin offers a very simple and pure design made of at least 
70% recycled paper and wood pulp sourced from reputable sustainable forests. Our basic cardboard coffins come 
in three different appearances, all supplied with natural rope handles the construction of the coffin can carry up 
to 23 stone in weight. All our cardboard coffins are 100% biodegradable, as no plastic is used in their creation. 



The CARDBOARD MANILA
by Eco Coffins

This manila cardboard coffin is a traditional shaped coffin offers a very simple and pure design made of at least 
70% recycled paper and wood pulp sourced from reputable sustainable forests. Our basic cardboard coffins come 
in three different appearances, all supplied with natural rope handles the construction of the coffin can carry up 
to 23 stone in weight. All our cardboard coffins are 100% biodegradable, as no plastic is used in their creation. 



The ECO BAMBOO

A beautifully crafted bamboo coffin woven from sustainable split bamboo, manufactured by our Fair Trade 
company in China. Features a fitted Calico liner and sheet, rope and bamboo handles and bamboo toggle lid 
fasteners. Available in both, Traditional and Curved End shapes.  

by Eco Coffins



The BAMBOO Lattice

The Bamboo Lattice coffin is constructed of two different layers of woven bamboo to give it a distinctive pattern. 
A criss-cross pattern of stripped bamboo bark covers an intricately woven layer of soft bamboo creating a striking 
contrast. Features a fitted Calico liner and sheet, rope and bamboo handles and bamboo toggle lid fasteners. 
Available in both, Traditional and Curved End shapes.

by Eco Coffins



The BAMBOO WOVEN
by Naturally Woven 

These Bamboo Coffins are meticulously handmade using fine strips of dried bamboo. The bamboo weave is interlaced 
to form an attractive wicker matt that is then woven around a strong natural frame. Bamboo is one of the fastest-
growing plants on Earth and has been known to grow to one meter within a day. The coffins are available in two 
differing shapes, curved end (rounded) and traditional shape (square) each tapering from end to end. Both styles 
come in a range of finished sizes with natural rope handles and fully fitted with natural linings, pillow and covers.



The CANE
by Naturally Woven 

Handcrafted using woven cane, sometimes referred to as wicker or rattan, holding an off-white appearance and are 
skillfully finished by hand using traditional basket making techniques. The rattan used for our coffins is harvested 
from the forests of South East Asia where rattan clings and grows up the existing forest trees like a vine. Rattan 
has been known to grow as much as six metres in a year making it a great renewable material. The coffins are 
available in two differing shapes, curved end (rounded) and traditional shape (square) each tapering from end to 
end. Both styles come in a range of finished sizes with natural rope handles and fully fitted with natural linings, 
pillow and covers.



The SEAGRASS
by Naturally Woven 

Our Seagrass Coffins are a beautiful compliment, rustic and natural with subtle green and blue tones. They are 
woven by hand using yarns of twisted seagrass and finished with cane, top and bottom. The seagrass material 
used for our coffins is grown in coastal paddy fields and flooded with seawater throughout the year. The fields 
are carefully managed to promote a continued cycle of growth and renewability. The coffins are available in two 
differing shapes, curved end (rounded) and traditional shape (square) each tapering from end to end. Both styles 
come in a range of finished sizes with natural rope handles and fully fitted with natural linings, pillow and covers.



The SEAGRASS
by Natrally Woven 

The COCOSTICK
by Naturally Woven 

The Cocostick coffin is made from the stem of the coconut palm leaf, which is a fast-growing by-product of the 
coconut tree. The coconut palm leaves are dried out, stems removed, leaving tiny sticks. These sticks are then 
strung together to create our Cocostick coffin’s cultural and desirable colour combination. The coffin is available 
in the traditional shape (square) tapering from end to end and available in a range of finished sizes with natural 
rope handles and fully fitted with natural linings, pillow and covers.



Our Pandanus coffins are made from the leaves of the Pandanus plant, The leaves are dried and then spun into 
long yarns which are then woven around a natural cane framework. Rattan is also woven into the coffins design to 
create a striking lightweight contrast against the Pandanus’ silvery appearance. Features a fitted Calico liner and 
sheet, woven Pandanus handles and toggle lid fasteners. Available in both, Traditional and Curved End shapes.

The PANDANUS
by Eco Coffins



The WICKER
by Naturally Woven 

Rustic bands of natural rattan are woven together to create this beautiful wicker coffin. The dark brown colour of this coffin 
perfectly complements the lightly coloured rope handles and will suit any style of flowers that the coffin happens to be adorned 
with. Each coffin is made by hand using traditional weaving techniques. The rattan used for our Wicker coffins is harvested from 
the forests of South East Asia where rattan clings and grows up the existing forest trees like a vine. Rattan has been known to grow 
as much as six metres in a year making it a great renewable material. The coffins are available in two differing shapes, curved end 
(rounded) and traditional shape (square) each tapering from end to end. Both styles come in a range of finished sizes with natural 
rope handles and fully fitted with natural linings, pillow and covers.



THE TAILORED COFFIN SELECTION

Prices from £4,250.00
Please see pricelists for more information

(A 50% deposit or full disbursements to be paid prior to the funeral, which ever is the greatest)



The BANANA LEAF
by Naturally Woven

SURREY LOXWOODHAMPSHIRE

The BANANA Casket 
by Eco Coffins

The BANANA Round
by Eco COffins



The WILLOW
by Naturally Woven

The CROMER Willow
by Eco Coffins

The HIGHSTED Willow
by Eco Coffins

The PINE
by Eco Coffins

The LOOM
by Naturally Woven

The COLOURS
by Naturally Woven



The SURREY

This solid Oak coffin offers butt jointed ends in a clean lined and traditional design complemented by traditional 
Brass handles and fittings.  



The HAMPSHIRE

This solid Oak coffin offers butt jointed ends a raised lid, panneled sides and additional mouldings, which is 
complemented by traditional Brass handles and fittings.  



The LOXWOOD

This solid Mahogany coffin has butt jointed ends and offers a raised lid in a clean traditional design complemented 
by traditional Brass handles and fittings.  



The BANANA

Our banana coffins are made from banana cord woven around a natural cane framework. Banana cord is made 
using the dried woven leaves of the banana, an annual plant, after the tree has produced its fruit and died back 
each year. Rattan is also woven into the coffins design to create a striking contrast with the banana cords burnt 
golden appearance. Features a fitted calico liner and sheet, woven Banana cord handles and toggle lid fasteners. 
Available in both Traditional and Curved end shapes.

by Eco Coffins



The BANANA CASKET

Our Banana Caskets feature a combination of coiled banana leaf, pandanus and coloured rattan, woven around a 
sturdy cane framework, to create their unique and stunning look. The rattan work on each coffin is dyed to further 
enhance their individuality, with either Cerise or Ebony colours available. The banana casket is a traditional casket 
shape with a curved lid, sturdy cane pole handles on both sides, with a fitted calico liner and sheet and features 
toggle lid fasteners.

by Eco Coffins



The BANANA LEAF
by Naturally Woven

Attractive yarns of golden leaf from the banana plant are twisted and woven into two dexterous shapes to form 
this soft and comforting range. Being the by-product of banana farming, the leaf of the banana plant is in plentiful 
supply and is readily available for weaving. The leaves would otherwise be disposed of making this natural cycle 
renewable and good for the local environment. The coffins are available in two differing shapes, curved end 
(rounded) and traditional shape (square) each tapering from end to end. Both styles come in a range of finished 
sizes with natural rope handles and fully fitted with natural linings, pillow and covers.



The HIGHSTED Willow

The Highsted is a traditionally shaped coffin handcrafted from willow using traditional methods. The willow is 
woven onto a self-supporting frame giving them exceptional strength while remaining incredibly light. Features 
a fitted calico liner and sheet, woven willow handles and toggle lid fasteners. Available in either Natural Buff 
coloured or Light Willow.

by Eco Coffins



The CROMER Willow

The Cromer is a round ended coffin with gently tapering sides handcrafted from willow using traditional methods. 
Features a fitted calico liner and sheet, woven willow handles and toggle lid fasteners. Available in either Natural 
Buff coloured or Light Willow.
 

by Eco Coffins



The WILLOW
by Naturally Woven

Our Willow Coffins have a slightly pink and golden look, they are hand-worked by traditional basket weavers using age-old 
methods that have changed very little in over 2000 years. Willow is by far the ultimate in environmental recycling, willow is grown 
in rows of bushes and once harvested can generate back to the same height within a year. Willow has been known to grow up to 
3 metres tall annually and has the ability to degrade much more quickly than conventional hardwood.The coffins are available in 
two differing shapes, curved end (rounded) and traditional shape (square) each tapering from end to end. Both styles come in a 
range of finished sizes with natural rope handles and fully fitted with natural linings, pillow and covers.



The LOOM
by Naturally Woven

Our Loom coffins are made from natural paper which has been spun into long yarns and woven around a substantial 
cane frame. The Loom coffins are light brown in appearance with cream coloured cane implemented into the design 
and fastened closed with plaited loops and toggles.  The coffin is available in the curved end shape (rounded) 
tapering from end to end and available in a range of finished sizes with natural rope handles and fully fitted with 
natural linings, pillow and covers.



The COLOURS
by Naturally Woven

Our Colours Range features a choice of hand-painted options to provide a truly personal tribute. select from 
our traditional shape (square ends) or curved shape (rounded ends) and select one colour for the coffin from 17 
painted finishes. The coffins are available in a range of finished sizes with natural rope handles and fully fitted with 
natural linings, pillow and covers. Coffins from our unique colours range can be delivered within 72 hours despite 
being completely bespoke.

Black - Brown 
Deep Green - Grey  

Orange - Pastel Blue
Purple - Red

Burgundy - Deep Blue
Mid Blue - Mid Green 
 Pastel Green - Pink 
 Turquoise - Yellow 

White 



Our Pine caskets follow similar construction, the main body of the casket is a pine framework held together with 
dowels and clad in either bamboo, in the case of the Pine casket. The Pine caskets are a traditional casket shape 
with a curved lid, sturdy pine handles on both sides, comes with a fitted calico liner and sheet and features close 
fitting lids.

The PINE Casket
by Eco Coffins



THE TAILORED COFFIN SELECTION

Prices from £4,550.00
Please see pricelists for more information

(A 50% deposit or full disbursements to be paid prior to the funeral, which ever is the greatest)



The  SOMERSET RAINBOW

LAST SUPPER ENGLISH WILLOW RAINBOW ENGLISH WILLOW

The SOMERSET COLOURS 

by Eco Coffins

The SOMERSET WILLOW
by Somerset Willow by Somerset Willow by Somerset Willow

by Eco Coffins



The LAST SUPPER 

This solid Mahogany coffin has a double raised lid, panneled sides, mouldings depicting Christ’s Last Supper and 
is complemented by traditional Brass handles and fittings.  



The ENGLISH Willow

Our English willow coffins are handcrafted by skilled workers with long family histories in willow weaving, using 
traditional methods. English Willow has been grown on the Somerset Levels for centuries and has the unique 
ability to regenerate repeatedly from the same crown for 30 to 40 years and once harvested can grow back to 
the same height in a year. Our English Willow coffins are available in either Traditional or Round ended styles and 
in a range of colours. 

by Eco Coffins



The ENGLISH WILLOW RAINBOW
by Eco Coffins

The round ended Rainbow coffin has been made by dyeing willow strands first and then weaving these into the 
shape. The rainbow symbolises hope, but with fifteen different colour choices available there is almost an infinite 
amount of combinations possible.



The SOMERSET WILLOW 
by Somerset Willow

Somerset Willow provides a range of sustainably handcrafted willow coffins, handmade 
and finished in Somerset to order using locally sourced materials.  A timeless and fitting 
tribute to a loved one, with an array of personal colour options, every coffin is unique. 
The Hill family of Somerset Willow have been hand-weaving willow baskets for over four 
generations. Heritage, innovation and craftsmanship form the foundation of the company’s 
never-ending commitment.

Navy Blue - Green - Orange - Burgundy  Pink 
Purple -  Turquoise - Black - Yellow - Red 

Brown - Yellow - Purple - Royal Blue



The SOMERSET WILLOW  COLOURS
by Somerset Willow

Somerset Willow provides a range of sustainably handcrafted willow coffins, handmade 
and finished in Somerset to order using locally sourced materials.  A timeless and fitting 
tribute to a loved one, with an array of personal colour options, every coffin is unique. 
The Hill family of Somerset Willow have been hand-weaving willow baskets for over four 
generations. Heritage, innovation and craftsmanship form the foundation of the company’s 
never-ending commitment.

Black - Brown - Burgundy - Deep Blue
Deep Green - Grey - Mid Blue - Mid Green 
Orange - Pastel Blue - Pastel Green - Pink 

Purple - Red - Turquoise - Yellow 
White 



The SOMERSET WILLOW RAINBOW
by Somerset Willow

Rainbow willow coffins available in traditional or curved end styles and available in many different colour options. 
Somerset Willow provides a range of sustainably handcrafted willow coffins, made and finished in Somerset 
using locally sourced materials.  A timeless and fitting tribute to a loved one, with an array of personal colour 
options, every coffin is unique. The Hill family of Somerset Willow have been hand-weaving willow baskets for 
over four generations. Heritage, innovation and craftsmanship form the foundation of the company’s never-ending 
commitment.



THE TAILORED COFFIN SELECTION

Prices from £5,200.00
Please see pricelists for more information

(A 50% deposit or full disbursements to be paid prior to the funeral, which ever is the greatest)



The SUSSEX

This superior solid Oak casket offers a raised lid (optional split lid), pillared corners, panneled sides and ends with 
additional mouldings. It is complimented by traditional Brass handles and fittings.  



The WESSEX

This superior solid Mahogany casket offers a raised lid (optional split lid), pillared corners, panneled sides and 
ends with additional mouldings. It is complimented by traditional Brass handles and fittings.  


